Intelligence solutions to prevent theft and fraud
Property and crime intelligence solutions

Recipero is the leading data aggregator and innovator in personal possession fraud and theft prevention worldwide. The Crime Reduction Ecosystem is built on collaboration with Industry, Government, and Law Enforcement to contribute relevant data that form our solutions to help prevent crime.

Our solutions are used globally in several sectors including retail, law enforcement, insurance, re-cycling, reverse logistics, and consumers, to aid decision-making processes covering:

- Crime investigation
- Fraud prevention and detection
- Transaction verification
- Device due diligence
- Registry building

**How the Ecosystem works**

The Crime Reduction Ecosystem is an environment that is made up of data inputs and solutions that are all dependant on each other.

We take device-led data and use our experience and skills in analytics to build critical intelligence. We then create software solutions to deliver this intelligence to our customers. Essentially the 3 main steps of the Ecosystem are:

- Data provided by many sources
- Aggregated, integrated and interpreted
- Output into appropriate solutions

**Recipero’s solutions**

Our solutions are the result of over 15 years’ development, data gathering and building of important relationships with our partners, police, clients and of course the public. Having earned the coveted reputation as a “trusted third party” Recipero are the conduit through which disparate parties securely work with each other to identify and address theft and fraud.

Broadly our solutions have been developed to meet the needs of:

- Public/consumers
- Recyclers, repairers and other recommerce businesses
- Police agencies
- Insurance companies and brokers
- Payment providers for mobile device transaction verification
- Mobile device trade
- Network operators
NMPR (National Mobile Property Register)

A dedicated police portal, searched thousands of times each day by officers investigating crimes that involve mobile phones and other property that has been reported stolen, seized or otherwise recovered. Immobilise and Report My Loss are linked directly into this system.

Visit NMPR at: nmpr.com

Report My Loss

Report My Loss is an online tool enabling the public to report all types of lost property including mobiles, jewellery, tools and more. It increases the chances of recovering valued possessions and in addition can support insurance claims.

Visit Report My Loss at: reportmyloss.com

CheckMEND

Used by individuals, traders, retailers and recyclers to check the background history/status of a device or other property prior to its sale or purchase.

Visit CheckMEND at: checkmend.com

ClaimsCheck

Mobile device insurance fraud detection and claims validation service

Fraudulent insurance claims over mobile devices is big business, costly for insurers, and lucrative for fraudsters. ClaimsCheck targets and reduces insurance fraud by harnessing the power of the Recipero Ecosystem.

Visit ClaimsCheck at: claimscheck.recipero.com

AssetWatch

Business asset monitoring with active theft and fraud detection

Mobile phones and other technology are notoriously difficult to secure. There is a large second-hand market for these devices providing many opportunities for thieves, fraudsters or even employees to profit. AssetWatch leverages Recipero’s Crime Reduction Ecosystem to spot activity by police, insurers, second-hand traders, pawnshops and individual consumers buying from auction or classified sites.

Learn more about AssetWatch at: recipero.com/assetwatch

Immobilise

Pre loss and theft asset registration with over 34 million recorded items

The UK’s National Property Register, is a police endorsed, personal possession register where members of the public are able to securely record their belongings pre-loss or theft.

Visit Immobilise at: immobilise.com
Accreditation

As a result of our continuing commitment to quality Recipero maintain several accreditations that include:


United Kingdom Accreditation Service (UKAS): Use of UKAS accredited auditors are a specified standard within UK Government circles.

Secured By Design: The official UK Police flagship initiative supporting the principles of “designing out crime”.

Crown Commercial Service: The Crown Commercial Service (CCS) brings together policy, advice and direct buying; providing commercial services to the public sector and saving money for the taxpayer.

For more information about Recipero contact:

• Call: +44 (0) 333 880 6658
• Email: info@recipero.com
• Visit: recipero.com